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Abstract

The evolution of the Internet towards the Internet of Things is being deployed in emerging cyber-
physical systems such as access control solutions, alert networks, building automation, and the ex-
tension of all these systems into Smarter Cities. This extension and proliferation of the technology
in our lives is also presenting security challenges, since the unexpected leaks of information, and
illegitimate access to data and physical systems could present a high impact in our lives. This work
proposes a cryptographic solution against insider threats through a distributed capability-based ac-
cess control. This access control solution supports the management of certificates, authentication,
and authorization processes. The capability-based approach offers benefits in terms of distributed
management, support for delegation, traceability of the access, authentication chains to extend scala-
bility and support of standard certificates based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). Specifically,
it has been designed a capability token for CoAP Resources, which is signed with the Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) in order to ensure end-to-end authentication, integrity and
non-repudiation. This distributed solution allows the deployment of scenarios without the interven-
tion of any intermediate entity, a distributed scenario with end-to-end access control validation has
been implemented, deployed, and evaluated based on the Jennic/NXP JN5139 module. The results
obtained through our experiments demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach, in numbers,
this has required an average of 480 ms to carry out all the validation process (included signature
validation in the smart objects).
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the evolution of the current Internet is leading to a global network of “smart objects”
which is commonly referred as Internet of Things (IoT). This trend is expected to accelerate in com-
ing years due to cost reduction in hardware and network infrastructure, and the rapid development of
communication technologies. This will result in a seamless integration of these objects into the Inter-
net, which will allow the ability to provide mobile and ubiquitous access. A wide range of application
domains can take advantage of this resulting paradigm, as shown in some works related to health-care
[10, 9], Intelligent Transport Systems [23], smart homes [7], in order to build the next generation of
smarter cities[2].
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This convergence of cybernetic and physical worlds presents a significant enrichment in the user
experience, but also several challenges regarding security and privacy, which are considered the main
barriers for the deployment of IoT on a broad scale [17]. Unlike traditional contexts, IoT scenarios are
expected to be formed by billions of heterogeneous devices with low processing power and memory
resources, and interacting with each other through networks with high packet loss and low throughput.
Therefore, an appropriate security mechanism for IoT should offer features such as scalability, interop-
erability, efficiency and lightness in order to properly fit in these emerging scenarios.

Furthermore, privacy is a prerequisite in IoT scenarios (e.g. e-health) since the information that is
foreseen to be managed by devices is particularly sensitive. That is why an access control mechanism
with the aforementioned characteristics is of imperative need to control the access to this information.
In addition, due to the widespread deployment of IoT devices covering everyday things, we conjecture
that non-expert users will play a greater role defining permissions on their own resources. Therefore, the
usability of the access control mechanism is also an important aspect to be considered.

Most of recent proposals have addressed the problem of access control using centralized approaches
where a central entity or gateway is responsible for managing the corresponding authorization mecha-
nisms, allowing or denying requests from external entities. Although in these approaches, traditional
security mechanisms and access control models such as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [6] or
Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) [26] can be used, end-to-end security between devices and
any Internet host can not be achieved. Furthermore, in these scenarios it is necessary to manage the trust
of information providers and consumers with this central entity. These problems could be solved by a
distributed approach in which “things” are able to make authorization decisions without delegating this
process to a different entity. However, in a fully distributed approach, traditional access control models
do not meet the requirements imposed by IoT scenarios, introducing lack of flexibility, scalability and
usability in environments with billions of devices. It is also necessary to consider the amount of compu-
tational resources that are available on the device, since it may not be sufficient to implement a complex
access control mechanism. Therefore, the cryptographic algorithms and authentication protocols to dif-
ferentiate the authorized insiders from outsiders, and consequently avoid the unexpected leaks of the
critical data and personal information in ubiquitous ecosystems such as Smart Cities must be properly
addressed.

In this paper, we introduce a proposal based on the capability-based access control model. It has
some interesting aspects such as the principle of least privilege, and greater adaptation to the require-
ments presented above. Our proposal, unlike [8], makes use of technologies specifically designed for
IoT environments, facilitating a distributed approach in which things themselves are able to make au-
thorization decisions. In addition, these authorization decisions are based on local conditions offering
context-aware access control, which is hugely important in typical IoT scenarios. Moreover, unlike other
proposals, our work suggests the use of public-key cryptography whose characteristics fit the require-
ments of IoT regarding scalability and interoperability. Our highly optimized version of Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is implemented inside the thing (i.e., the constrained device such
as a door lock, or a sensor) ensuring end-to-end authentication, integrity and non-repudiation, without
the intervention of any intermediate entity. The results obtained through our experiments demonstrate
the feasibility of our approach and are promising in order to encompass more complex scenarios in the
future.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes briefly some proposals regarding
access control in IoT, Section 3 gives some notions of the different architectures to tackle the problem.
Section 4 shows a detailed overview of our proposal and Section 5 provides the results from our experi-
ments. Section 6 offers a discussion about the different approaches for access control in IoT and finally,
in Section 7 we end up with some conclusions and an outlook of our future work in this area.
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2 Related Work

Recently, there have been various proposals related to access control in IoT with different objectives to
address the aforementioned problems regarding emerging IoT scenarios.

The authors in [27] present an abstraction of the usage control (UCON) model in IoT. The proposal
is based on fuzzy theory and some central entities which manage usage control decisions and trust values
of devices and services. Moreover, although some experiments are presented, the practical feasibility of
the approach is not demonstrated.

The work presented in [14] provides an approach based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) for
key establishment and RBAC model for defining access control policies. The proposal makes use of
OpenID [20] technology and trustable central entities for authentication purposes. The limited suitability
of RBAC for IoT scenarios has already been explained above. Furthermore, experimental results are not
provided and its feasibility is not addressed.

The implementation of capability-based access control in IoT is considered in [8]. The proposed
framework is based on a central Policy Decision Point (PDP) which handles authorization decisions.
Therefore, when the entity tries to access data from a sensor, attaches the capability token to the access
request, then the PDP is responsible for deciding whether the entity is authorized or not. The decision
is based on the received capability and the internal rules defined for this sensor. Our work is based
on the principles of this proposal. However, we enable a distributed approach without intervention of
central entities, by adapting the communication technologies and representation to the IoT scenarios
requirements.

The proposal described in [15] also makes use of capability-based access control. Capabilities are ex-
changed in conjunction with a SHA-1 message digest, which is used to check the tampering and forgery
of the capabilities. However, they do not provide details on the communication technologies employed,
or details on the representation and content of the capability. Finally, ECC-based cryptography is not
considered.

The work described in [16] proposes the use of Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) to establish
shared secret keys between two devices and access control also based on capabilities. Likewise the
previous proposal, they do not provide details on the communication technologies employed, or details
on the representation and content of the capability. Moreover, its solution is based on the use of a central
entity that is responsible for carrying out calculations related to ECC, preventing end-to-end security.

Authors in [1] present a delegation model called Capability-based Context-Aware Access Control
(CCAAC). They propose a vision of federated IoT, where a central entity in each domain is in charge of
authorizing a delegation request from a delegator, and make the decision about grant it to the delegate.

A close proposal is described in [24], which presents an authorization framework based on assertions
as a result of an authorization process based on XACML [18]. This assertion is encoded in JSON [3]
and is sent to the end-device (i.e., sensor or constrained device). The end-device takes responsibility for
local conditions verification. However, unlike our work, this approach is bound to the use of XACML
both for the authorization decision and representing local conditions to be verified on the end-device.
Our proposal does not explicitly require the use of servers for authorization and token representation is
based on standards specifically designed for use in constrained devices. Furthermore, the use of public
key cryptography based on ECC is not considered.

3 Access Control architectures for IoT

This section offers an overview of the main approaches and trends to provide access control logic in IoT
scenarios. Specifically, the architectures proposed in [22] are discussed. In addition, the key issues of
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these approaches related to access control, highlighting their main advantages and drawbacks for large
scale deployments are provided.

3.1 Centralized approach

In a centralized approach, all access control logic is externalized into a central entity or central PDP
responsible for filtering access requests based on their authorization policies. This entity could be in-
stantiated by a gateway with direct communication to the devices that it manages, or another entity in a
different location, as shown in Figure 1. Thereby, end-devices (i.e., sensors, actuators) play a role limited
to as information providers. Therefore, they send their data to the central element responsible for making
authorization decisions. In this case, users wishing to access the data provided by the devices, should be
connected directly to the interfaces offered by the central entity.

Figure 1: Centralized approach

The main advantage of this approach is that access control logic is located in an entity without
constraints of resources, in contrast to the end-devices, featured by constrained capabilities. This entails
the usage of standard security and access control technologies. For example, SAML [19] and HTTPS
[21] could be used for secure transport of authentication information, as well as XACML [18] could
be considered to define complex access control policies. Thus, modifications in the end-devices are not
required.

However, there are some major problems when a centralized approach is considered. First, access
control decisions are not based on contextual information related to the end-device itself; this contextual
information is highly relevant in several IoT scenarios such as safety and alert networks. Second, end-to-
end security is compromised because of a central entity is required to make the authorization decisions.
Therefore, this entity will need to read the content of the access query, which also compromises the
privacy of the requester. Third, in such architectures, it is necessary to manage the trust of information
providers and consumers with that entity. Although there may be environments where this vision fit,
feasibility in IoT scenarios such as smart cities or ITS is quite doubtful. Finally, due to the fact that a
single entity stores and manages all the data from a set of devices, it becomes a single point of failure,
consequently, any vulnerability might compromise a vast amount of sensitive information.
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3.2 Centralized and Contextual approach

This section presents a hybrid approach. End-devices are no longer completely passive entities, since
they participate partially in the access control decisions such as presented in the Figure 2. This approach
is motivated by the importance of taking into account the context of the end-device for making the
decision. The context is particularly important in pervasive environments such as those addressed by the
IoT. For example, in the case of e-health, a patient with embedded sensors may require that the hospital
staff have access to his data, while he is suffering a medical emergency. Therefore, this type of context-
dependent access control is not feasible without the information that the end-devices are able to provide
at the time of the access request in terms of location, environmental status (light level, temperature,
humidity, CO2 level, etc.), the interaction with other users (buttons), user’s status (heartbeat rate, SPo2
level), etc. Hence, regarding the described use case for emergencies, the access control rule can not be
applied, consequently, the context-agnostic solution will endanger the patient’s privacy.

Figure 2: Centralized and contextual approach

At the same way that in the centralized approach, the hybrid scenario allows to use standard tech-
nologies to perform the authorization process. However, in this case, an extension of the end-devices is
required to transport contextual information request. This transport can be carried out with application
protocols such as the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [25].

This approach will also require an access control mechanism to be performed by the end-device
in order to provide or not its contextual information. Nevertheless, in a centralized approach, a trust
relationship is assumed between the devices and the central entity. Following the previous approach,
this trust establishment might be unfeasible in many of the scenarios foreseen for the IoT. Furthermore,
another problem arises when the contextual information from the end-device has to be transmitted to a
central entity, which introduces delays. Therefore, the value obtained by the end-device is different at
the time of making the authorization decision. Finally, end-to-end security can not be achieved.

3.3 Distributed approach

Alternatively, in the distributed architectures, all the access control logic is embedded into the end-
devices. These devices are being enabled with capabilities to obtain, process and send information to
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other services and entities. For that reason, they are also commonly called ”smart things” or ”smart
objects”. Thereby, the end-node is able to carry out the authorization process, without the need for a
central entity. Figure 3 shows this approach.

Figure 3: Distributed approach

There are numerous advantages that motivate the use of a distributed approach for access control in
IoT scenarios. First, the end-devices are no longer passive entities that only send information to a central
entity. End-objects are being smart, and consequently they have capacity to manage their information.
Second, unlike previous approaches, devices are able to send information just when necessary, since in
this case there is no central entity responsible for gathering the data from the devices in order to make
decisions about access control. Third, the removal of intermediate entities enables to carry out end-to-
end security for the access requests. Additionally, these devices can cooperate directly with each other
in a natural and direct way to exchange information when needed.

The most obvious drawback arises from the need to extend the devices with access control logic. In
this case, the inherent features of the traditional access control models, such as RBAC and ABAC, make
their implementation unfeasible in resource-constrained devices. Consequently, this approach must be
addressed in-depth by analyzing the viability of different access control models or defining new propos-
als that meet the requirements of a distributed access control approach. Moreover, the access control
mechanism must be practical from the security point of view. For that reason, protocols that guaran-
tee basic security properties should be also considered for a final solution. However, these mechanisms
are often based on cryptographic primitives that present a high computational cost, since the usually
considered security for constrained end-devices such as symmetric-key cryptography does not satisfy
the principle of scalability for IoT scenarios. As a conclusion, it is also necessary to define optimized
public-key cryptographic primitives that make the access control mechanism feasible and effective.

Previous approaches have several advantages and drawbacks that need to be considered in order
to properly address the design of an access control solution for IoT scenarios. While in centralized
approaches, standard security mechanisms and protocols can be used to prevent unauthorized access,
constraints on end-devices make these solutions need to be adapted towards more lightweight mech-
anisms in order to make a distributed approach feasible. However, with the current trend to a global
network of smart things, this approach presents interesting features regarding scalability, interoperability
and context-awareness, making it more suitable to tackle the inherent requirements of the Future Internet.

4 Design of our proposal

This section provides a detailed description of the most important aspects of our proposal. First, a brief
explanation of the most relevant features of the capability-based access control model and the necessity
for a lightweight solution is presented. Then, we give an overview of the main aspects of our work based
on this model for IoT scenarios. In particular, the structure of the capability token and the operation of
our proposal are provided.
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4.1 Capability-based access control

Traditional access control models such as RBAC or ABAC have been widely used in a multitude of
authorization scenarios so far. However, the suitability of them for a distributed access control in IoT
devices has not been demonstrated. These models usually require a consistent definition of the meaning
of roles and attributes, as well as complex access policies, which negatively affects their adequacy to the
scenarios envisaged by IoT with billions of end-devices. Therefore, there is a need to consider alterna-
tive approaches to popular access control models in order to make a distributed approach possible. In
recent years, the access control model based on capabilities (CapBAC) has been postulated as a realistic
approach to be used in IoT [8]. Capability-based access control offers relevant features such as the prin-
ciple of least privilege, a higher degree of usability and flexibility, and therefore, a greater adaptation to
cope with the requirements of the Future Internet.

The key concept of this approach is the capability. The concept of capability was originally intro-
duced in [4] as ”token, ticket, or key that gives the possessor permission to access an entity or object in
a computer system”.

Additionally, the token must be tamper-proof and unequivocally identified in order to be considered
in a real scenario. Optionally, it can be defined a set of rights that have been granted to the entity holding
the token. One aspect to note in CapBAC is that an entity, which wishes to access certain information
from another entity, requires to send a token together the request. Thus, the entity that receives the
capability already knows the right level (i.e., permissions) that the requester has been granted when
need to process the request. This simplifies the authorization mechanism, and it is a relevant feature in
scenarios with resources-constrained devices, since complex access control policies are not required.

CapBAC, and its application for the IoT, has been deeply analyzed in [8], which is based on the ideas
from [5]. The proposal describes a centralized approach in which a PDP is responsible for managing
the access control mechanism. For this purpose, the capability is based on standard technologies such
as XML, SAML and XACML, which is sent by a requester when trying to access the information of a
end-device. However, the use of these technologies is not appropriate in order to make possible a fully
distributed access control. In particular, it is necessary to adopt lightweight mechanisms, in order to
make feasible its integration in constrained resources devices. Furthermore, security aspects as entity
authentication or digital signature are not addressed. Additionally, they offer support for some important
aspects such as delegation support (a subject can grant privileges to another subject) or revocation of
capabilities (capabilities can be revoked by properly authorized subjects), which are inherent to CapBAC.

4.2 Capability token

In order to implement our distributed capability-based access control approach, we chose JSON [3] as
format to represent the capability token because of its suitability in constrained environments, such as
those suggested by IoT scenarios. Figure 4 shows a capability token example, which has been used to
demonstrate the feasibility of our proposal. Below, a brief description of each field is provided.

• Identifier (ID) (16 bytes). This field is used to unequivocally identify a capability token. A random
or pseudorandom technique will be employed by the issuer to ensure this identifier is unique.

• Issued-time (II) (10 bytes). Following the notation of [12], it identifies the time at which the token
was issued as the number of seconds from 1970-01-01T0:0:0Z.

• Issuer (IS) (variable size). The entity that issued the token and, therefore, the signer of it.

• Subject (SU) (56 bytes). It makes reference to the subject to which the rights from the token are
granted. A public key has been used to validate the legitimacy of the subject. Specifically, it is
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Figure 4: Capability Token example

based on ECC-based public-key cryptography, therefore, each half of the field represents a public
key coordinate of the subject using Base64.

• Device (DE) (variable size). It is a URI used to unequivocally identify the device to which the
token applies.

• Signature (SI) (56 bytes). It carries the digital signature of the token. As a signature in ECDSA is
represented by two values, each half of the field represents one of these values using Base64.

• Access Rights (AR). This field represents the set of rights that the issuer has granted to the subject.

– Action (AC) (variable size). Its purpose is to identify a specific granted action. Its value
could be any CoAP method (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE).

– Resource (RE) (variable size). It represents the resource in the device for which the action
is granted.

– Condition flag (F) (1 byte). Following the notation in [13], it states how the set of conditions
in the next field should be combined. A value of 0 means AND and a value of 1 means OR.
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– Conditions (CO). Set of conditions which have to be fulfilled locally on the device to grant
the corresponding action.

∗ Condition Type (T) (1 byte). The type of condition to be verified as stated by [13].
∗ Condition value (V) (variable size). It represents the value of the condition.
∗ Condition Unit (U) (variable size). It indicates the unit of measure that the value rep-

resents. Its value could be any of those stated by [11].

• Not Before (NB) (10 bytes). The time before which the token must not be accepted. Its value
cannot be earlier than the II field and it implies the current time must be after or equal than NB.

• Not After (NA) (10 bytes). It represents the time after which the token must not be accepted.

4.3 Distributed CapBAC operation

The basic operation of our proposed distributed capability-based access control is shown in Figure 5.
Below, we clarify the different steps of the process.

Figure 5: Distributed capability-based approach

• Issue Capability Token. As initial step, the Issuer entity, usually instantiated by the device owner,
issues a capability token to the Subject to be able to access that device. Additionally, in order to
avoid security breaches, the Issuer signs this token. As described in the previous section, this
generation is based on the ECDSA algorithm, and its value is attached to the capability token.

The process of how to generate the token is outside the scope of this document. For example,
in some contexts, the generation of this token might require a previous authentication process
between Issuer and Subject. Conversely, in other IoT scenarios, this token might be sent only to
subject which meet certain conditions, e.g., based on geolocation. Therefore, this stage requires a
deeper analysis and will be explored in future work in order to assess their adaptability to different
IoT scenarios.

• Access Request. Once the Subject has received the capability token, it attempts to access the
device data. For this purpose, it generates a CoAP request, in which the token is attached. The
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inclusion of the token into the request has been carried out using the payload field, and the Content-
Format header to indicate the representation format of the payload of the request. In addition, the
Request-Uri option is used to specify the specific resource to be accessed in the Device. Finally,
the Subject also signs the request itself using ECDSA algorithm, whose value is attached to that
request by adding a new header called Signature.

Following the Figure 5, this request does not have to be read by any intermediate entity. In fact, the
entity which is denoted as gateway could be instantiated by a 6LowPAN Border Router (6LBR)
without ability to understand the content of the message, i.e., it has basic routing functionalities.

• Get Authorization Decision. When the Device receives the access request, the authorization
process is carried out. First, the application checks the validity of the token as well as the rights and
conditions to be verified. Then, due to the cost of these operations, the Issuer signature is verified
and Subject is authenticated. A more detailed description of this process is given in Section 4.4.

• Return Authorization Decision. Finally, once the authorization process has been completed, the
Device generates a CoAP response based on the authorization decision. In the case of a unau-
thorized request, a Unauthorized 4.01 response is returned, indicating that the Subject is not au-
thorized to perform the requested action. Otherwise, the value of the answer will depend on the
content of the request.

4.4 Authorization process

This section analyses the authorization process carried out in the end-device. This procedure is launched
after a CoAP request containing the capability token is received. The Figure 6 shows a block diagram
with the steps to be completed by the device in order to provide an authorization decision.

• A. Check that the token is valid. First, the device checks whether the token is valid when it is
received or not. The fields II, NB and NB are used for this purpose. In the case of the token is not
valid, the authorization process stops and the request is not authorized.

• B. Check that the action is granted. For each one of the access rights, the device checks if the
action is permitted. That means, check that the CoAP method matches the AC field in a specific
AC element. Additionally, the value of the RE element is compared to the Request-URI option of
the CoAP request. In the case that one of these verifications fails, the next AR element is taken for
evaluation, if any.

• C. Check that the conditions are fulfilled. After checking the action on a specific resource is
permitted, the conditions have to be verified on the device. For this, the field F and the set of
conditions specified in CO, are used. If conditions are not met, the next AR element is taken for
evaluation, if any.

• D. Check that the signature is valid. Before granting the permission for a specific request, the
signature of the token specified in the SI field has to be verified. For this purpose, the end-device
makes use of the Issuer’s public key; this consideration is suitable since the issuer will be usually
instantiated by the device owner. This phase is left to the end due to the cost required by the
cryptographic operations. In addition, an optimized version of ECDSA based on shifting primes
has been considered, since this reduces the time needed to verify the signature contained in the
token.
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Figure 6: Functional diagram for authorization process

• E. Check that the user is legitimate. Finally, the end-device must be sure the subject of the
request is a legitimate user. For this purpose, the end-device makes use of the public key of the
subject which is attached in the SU element of the capability token, and the value of the signature
which is contained in the Signature header of the CoAP request. As in the previous operation, this
validation is left to the end, since it has a high computational cost, thereby, in case that some of
the previous requirements fails, this checking is omitted.

5 Evaluation

Once the most important details of our distributed approach have been presented, a test bed has been
designed to test our proposal. Below, we offer a description of the experimental results in order to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution.
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5.1 Test bed features

According to Figure 5, the elements of our architecture are: the end-device, which will accept access
requests and will perform the functionality described in the previous section, the issuer, responsible
for generating the capability token, the subject, which will send requests to the device, and a 6LBR,
forwarding access requests to the device itself. As the capability token generation stage is out the scope
of this document, and the 6LBR functionality is trivial, we focus on the features of the end-device and
subject (user).

The resource-constrained device of our scenario was implemented in a JN5139 mote equipped with
Contiki OS. JN5139 is a low power, low cost wireless microcontroller suitable for IEEE802.15.4 appli-
cations with 16MHz clock. The CPU of the JN5139 is a 32-bit load and store RISC processor with low
power consumption for battery powered applications. The ROM is 192 kB in size, organized as 48k x
32-bit words, and RAM contains 96 kB organized as 24k x 32-bit. Moreover, the subject has been im-
plemented in Java on a common computer. In a real scenario, it is expected that this entity is instantiated
by devices without resource constraints such as smartphones and tablets that can be used by non expert
users to access data from a particular device.

5.2 Experimental results

For the proposed scenario, 100 tests have been carried out. According the results obtained from these
tests, using the token capability example shown in Figure 4, the average time required for the operation
of our scenario is 480.96 ms. This time includes the Round-Trip delay Time (RTT) since the subject
sends the request until it gets the authorization response. At this point, it is worth mention that this time
assumes that the subject is authorized to perform the action and, therefore, all steps of the authorization
evaluation must be completed. In the case any of the steps in the evaluation fails, the authorization
process will be immediately aborted, without carrying out all authorization stages. Therefore, in case
the subject is unauthorized, the time to get the decision will be always lesser. Next, we give a brief
description of the average times obtained from each of the main phases in the operation. These times are
summarised in Table 1

Stage Time (ms)
A, B, C 52.39

D 213.93
E 214.64

Total 480.96

Table 1: Evaluation results for each stage

According to Figure 6, this stage corresponds to the functional block labelled as D. This time in-
cludes the process for validating the signature which is contained in the capability token, including
base64-decoding as well as the time required for calculating the digest value of the token, using the MD5
algorithm. The average time obtained for this step is 213.93 ms.

This step matches with the functional block labelled as E in Figure 6. This process includes the
time required to validate the signature included in the CoAP request, including base-64 decoding, the
time needed for calculating the digest value of the request, using the MD5 algorithm. Additionally, this
demands the time for base64-decoding of the subject’s public key, which is within the capability token.
The average time for this step is 214.64 ms.

Finally, this phase includes the rest of procedures required to obtain the authorization decision, which
are labelled as A, B and C in the Figure 6. Also, this period covers the time for parsing JSON capability
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token and CoAP access request. The average time obtained for this step is 52.39 ms.

6 Discussion

Due to constraints in the IoT devices, centralized proposals to provide access control logic have received
great acceptance so far. However, a distributed approach should be considered in order to cope with
the challenges regarding scalability and end-to-end security, which can not be fulfilled by traditional ap-
proaches. For example, building automation and access control solutions such as a typical scenario with
a smart phone and a smart door lock cannot rely on centralized servers requiring Internet-connectivity
for several reasons. First, this alternative increases the cost of the solution with an additional service to
be subscribed. Second, the user experience can be affected with connectivity problems. Finally, this so-
lution can not provide a suitable level of scalability for the current trend towards billions of end-devices
(smart objects) connected to the Internet.

In order to make a fully distributed approach feasible, we propose the use of access control based
on capabilities since this offers all the security of a centralized mode in terms of validation of the is-
suer, subject authentication and authorization validation process, but at end-to-end level. Thereby, the
proposed approach is not presenting the dependencies regarding connectivity to make use of the service
and subscriptions to maintain it available. Instead, the interaction is built over a peer-to-peer scenario
making it much more intuitive and natural to use from the human experience, providing more scalability
and removing the requirements of infrastructure which are required by centralized approaches.

Furthermore, our results show that a distributed approach can be feasible, but more effort to over-
come security obstacles is needed, which can be demonstrated in future work with the instantiation of
the proposal in real IoT scenarios and ECC optimizations. In this work, an optimized ECDSA imple-
mentation for constrained devices based on shifting primes has been employed. In addition, a Public
Key Cryptography solution based on ECC has allowed the usage of certificates and standards Public
Key Infrastructures (PKIs), which facilitates the convergence into a common and interoperable security
infrastructure.

Finally, even when the solution is feasible and a working proof-of-concept has been developed,
capability-based access control requires the definition of a model for dynamic and context-based man-
agement of the conditions in order to reach a real market. The commissioning of the capabilities and the
evolution of them is a new research area that needs to be explored. One of the major challenges of these
solutions, once the technical issues are solved, is to provide an intuitive and secure interaction with the
user, devices, and ecosystem, in order to make it useful and feasible for real environments. We need to
take into account that for the emerging ecosystems based on smart objects, it is not feasible the com-
missioning of each device one by one as well as the modification of the conditions through an explicit
interaction with the user. Therefore, a highly relevant task is the proper definition of the life-cycles of
all the appliances, users and smart devices for issues such as the upgrade of the systems for new devices,
users or requirements.

7 Conclusions and future work

The network security is a pending challenge for the IoT and related technologies such as 6LoWPAN.
The IoT requires the boundary protection and confidentiality enhancement through the usage optimized
of cryptographic primitives such as ECC, and authentication protocols to differentiate the authorized
insiders from outsiders. Security for the IoT is a major requirement since the inclusion of cyber-physical
systems is being extended to real-life scenarios such as hospitals, home automation, building access
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control solutions, and smart cities. Therefore, the expected leaks of proprietary and private information
can lead to significant damage to personal and corporate entities.

For that reason, this work has presented a fully distributed approach for certification and authoriza-
tion, without intermediate entities implementing access control logic. This has offered the possibility
to exploit the IoT potential in terms of end-to-end connectivity based on IPv6, access to the resources
through CoAP methods (RESTFul interface), and finally to provide an access control solution on top for
CoAP Resources.

Our solution has been implemented taking into account the constraints of the existing smart objects
in terms of communication and processing power. Thereby, the proposed capability token has been
represented with JSON and, in addtion, ECC optimizations have been used to carry out the cryptographic
operations, which enables expensive tasks such as signature validation are made at the end-device. These
optimizations and design considerations have made possible its development and evaluation over a real
platform based on the Jennic/NXP JN5139 chipset. The time required for the evaluation of the capability
token has been under 0.5 seconds (480.96 ms), making it totally feasible for a real scenario.

The future work is focused on exploring additional features of the capability-based access control
such as revocation management and delegation, as well as its application into specific IoT scenarios.
The delegation process requires a signature validation per level of legation. Since the signature valida-
tion is the most expensive step, additional security enhancements based on ECC optimizations will be
evaluated. Furthermore, a theoretical analysis regarding resistance against security attacks and threats of
our proposal (including the validation into mathematical frameworks such as AVISPA) will be carried
out. Finally, another relevant research line related to this work is the consideration for additional privacy
enhancement through techniques such as the use of pseudonyms or anonymous capabilities.
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